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Representation of numbers by quadratic forms is closely related to the splitting
character of their prime divisors in certain subfields of ring class fields. Knowing the
generators of these subfields is thus very helpful. In this paper we relate the representa-
tion problem of prime powers by ambiguous classes to the embedding problem and
in some caseswe determine the generators of the associated subfields involved.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In [3] Halter-Koch relates the representation problem of numbers by
forms of discriminant &28q or &27r (where q, r are primes with q#3
(mod 4), r#3 (mod 8)) with an explicit construction of certain subfields of
ring class fields associated with those discriminants. He obtained conditions
for the representation of prime powers by ambiguous classes. Here we
study the case of a discriminant with two prime divisors &22sqr where q, r
are prime numbers with q#5 (mod 8) and r#3 (mod 8). Let H(Ds) be the
class group of quadratic forms of discriminant Ds (that is, the group of all
primitive positive definite ax2+bxy+cy2 with b2&4ac=Ds) with the 2-sylow
subgroup H2(Ds). Genus theory can be applied here and gives neccessary
conditions for the representation of p$s by the ambiguous classes of H2(Ds)
where $s=*H(Ds)*H2(Ds) and p is an odd prime. These conditions are
in some cases sufficient in the sense that they give a representation of p$s
by an ambiguous class modulo the principal genus. We will relate this
problem of representation to the embedding problem of a dihedral Galois
extension of order 8 over Q in a dihedral Galois extension of order 16 over
Q, giving refined sufficient conditions on p for p$s to be represented by a
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specific ambiguous class in the case of the discriminant &28qr. Finally, we
see how the results of the representation problem for Ds0 with s04 affect
the representation problem for Ds for every ss0 . Most of the notation
used in this paper is similar to that used in [3] since [3] refers to an
analogous representation problem.
2. MAIN NOTATION AND PRELIMINARIES
First, for a number field F we shall denote by RF its ring of integers, and
if F $ is a Galois field extension of F we shall denote by G(F $F ) its Galois
group. Furthermore, if F $F is abelian and p is a prime ideal of F, we shall
denote by [(F $ | F )p] the Artin symbol for p. Also, for an extension of
number fields F $F and a rational prime p not ramified in F $ we shall
denote by fp(F $F ) the common inertia degree of all primes of F over p in
the extension F $F. For simplicity, when F=Q we set fp(F $)= fp(F $Q),
and when it is obvious we shall omit the subscript p. Working with the
notation given in the Introduction, D0=&qr is the fundamental discrimi-
nant of Ds and Ds= f 2D0 for f =2s, s4. We set k=Q(- D0 ), k0=
Q(- &D0 ), K=kk0 , s=*H(Ds), and $s=*H(Ds)*H2(Ds). k(Ds)
will denote the ring class field modulo 2s of k and k2(Ds) will denote the
maximal 2-subfield of k(Ds), i.e., the maximal subfield of k(Ds) which is a
2-power extension of Q. The Artin symbol gives isomorphism between
H(Ds) and G(k(Ds)k) and so H2(Ds) corresponds to k2(Ds) via Galois
correspondence. For simplicity, we shall denote a quadratic form ax2+bxy
+cy2 by [a, b, c] and the notation C  m will indicate that the quadratic
form C represents the integer m. Finally for a ring R we shall denote by R_
or E(R) the multiplicative group of its units.
3. FACTS FROM GENUS THEORY AND CLASS GROUP
STRUCTURE
The genus field 7 of k modulo 2s is 7=Q(- q, - r, - 2, i)=k(‘8)(- q),
where ‘8=e2?i8, i2=&1.
Proposition 1. Every element C of H2(Ds) with C  m for m # Z, m0
with (Dp)=1, \p | m, corresponds to an Artin symbol
_7 | kC &
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so that an isomorphism is induced,
H2(Ds)
H2(Ds)2
&w \ Z8Z+
_
_[\1]
with
C mod(H2(Ds)2)  \_Q(‘8) | Qm & , _
Q(- q) | Q
m &+ .
Proof. It is easy to see that this correspondence can be defined using
the restriction of [k(Ds) | kC] in 7, and moreover it is a monomorphism
by the definition of the genus field 7. Since H2(Ds)H2(Ds)2 and (Z8Z)_
_[\1] have the same order, this monomorphism is actually an isomorphism.
K
So, what we know so far is that for every pair (m (mod 8), =) # ((Z8Z)_
_[\1]) there is a v # Z such that v#m (mod 8) with C  v for some
element C of H2(Ds). The following proposition is of principal importance:
Proposition 2. Let C # H2(Ds), p be an odd prime integer not dividing
D, and ? # Z be an odd integer. The following hold :
1. If C  p? then the fixed field of [(k2(Ds) | k)C] in k2(Ds) is the
decomposition field of p in k2(Ds).
2. If ?=$s and C
4=I in H2(Ds) then the converse of 1 holds also.
Proof. The arguments are essentially the same as in Lemma 1 of [3].
K
The ambiguous classes of H2(Ds) are (see [1, Lemma 3.10] and [2,
Table II]) Is=[1, 0, 22s&2qr], [qr, 0, 22s&2], [q, 0, 22s&2r], [r, 0, 22s&2q],
[4, 4, 1+22s&4qr], [4qr, 4qr, qr+22s&4], [4q, 4q, q+22s&4r], and [4r, 4r,
r+22s&4q].
Restricting our attention to the numbers m # Z, m0 with (Dp)=1,
\p | m, we find that
v Is and [4, 4, 1+22s&4qr] represent numbers m with m#1 (mod 8)
and (mq)=1.
v [qr, 0, 22s&2] and [4qr, 4qr, qr+22s&4] represent numbers m with
m#7 (mod 8) and (mq)=1.
v [q, 0, 22s&2r] and [4q, 4q, q+22s&4r] represent numbers m with
m#5 (mod 8) and (mq)=(rq) and
v [r, 0, 22s&2q] and [4r, 4r, r+22s&4q] represent numbers m with
m#3 (mod 8) and (mq)=(rq).
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Thus, according to Proposition 1 the ambiguous classes fall into four
genera. We shall use this fact to determine the class group structure. By
[3], there is an exact sequence
1  (2s&2, 2)  H2(Ds)  H2(D0)  1 (1)
for s2. We decompose the general case into three subcases:
Case I. (qr)=&1.
Case II. (qr)=1 and (qv)=&1, where (u, v, w) is a primitive solution to
u2&4qv2&D0w2=0.
Case III. (qr)=1 and (qv)=1, where (u, v, w) is a primitive solution
to u2&4qv2&D0w2=0.
Since H(D0) has two ambiguous classes, H2(D0) is necessarily cyclic.
Also, H2(Ds) has eight ambiguous classes and so H2(Ds) is generally of
type (2}, 2*, 2!), but as we saw before there are only two ambiguous classes
in each genus and so H2(Ds) should be of type (2s&2+eqr, 2, 2) where 2eqr+1
is the order of H2(D0). We set eqr(s)=s&2+eqr , s4, and when we refer
to certain cases for q and r we shall omit the subscript qr. We may see that
in Case I e(s)=s&2 and in Case II e(s)=s&1. Also, in Case III we have
e(s)s (see [7]). Finally, we note that e(s+1)=e(s)+1.
We set H2(Ds)=<As , Bs , Cs> where A2
e(s)
s =B
2
s =C
2
s =Is and thus the
ambiguous classes of H2(Ds) are Is , A2
e(s)&1
s , Bs , Cs , A
2 e(s)&1
s Bs , A
2 e(s)&1
s Cs ,
and BsCs and they fall into the four genera G1 , G2=Bs G1 , G3=CsG1 , and
G4=Bs Cs G1 , where G1=[Is , A2
e(s)&1
s ].
Thus we have A2 e(s)&1s =[4, 4, 1+2
2s&4qr], and without loss of generality
we may take Bs=[qr, 0, 22s&2] and Cs=[q, 0, 22s&2r] so that A2
e(s)&1
s Bs=
[4qr, 4qr, qr+22s&4], A2 e(s)&1s Cs=[4q, 4q, q+2
2s&4r], A2 e(s)&1s BsCs=[4r,
4r, r+22s&4q], and BsCs=[r, 0, 22s&2q], and we have the following
result.
Proposition 3. If p is an odd prime integer with (Dp)=1, then
1. If p$ is represented by one of Is , A2
e(s)&1
s then it will be represented
by exactly one of them and p#1 (mod 8) and (qp)=1.
2. If p$ is represented by one of Bs , A2
e(s)&1
s Bs then it will be represented
by exactly one of them and p#7 (mod 8) and (qp)=1.
3. If p$ is represented by one of Cs , A2
e(s)&1
s Cs then it will be represented
by exactly one of them and p#5 (mod 8) and (qp)=(qr).
4. If p$ is represented by one of Bs Cs , A2
e(s)&1
s BsCs , then it will be
represented by exactly one of them and p#3 (mod 8) and (qp)=(qr).
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Proof. The fixed fields of Is , A2
e(s)&1
s in k2(D) are different, so by apply-
ing Proposition 2, the first case follows. The cases of the other general are
similar. We note that p$#p (mod 8) and (qp$)=(qp). K
The converses of 1, 2, 3, 4, in the above proposition do not always hold,
as we shall see.
4. STUDY OF THE SUBFIELDS OF k2(Ds)
Let s4. For a subgroup Hs of H2(Ds) we shall denote by LHs the fixed
field of Hs in the extension k2(Ds)k. Also, when we know the generators
of Hs we will ommit the ‘‘( )’’ symbols (e.g., L(As , Bs )=LAs , Bs ).
Now we are ready to proceed in our study of subfields of k2(Ds). We set
L0=LA s2 , Bs , Cs . L0 plays an important role which will be seen below. First
we note that LA s2 is the genus field 7 (since G(LA s2k) is of type (2, 2, 2).
The field LA2 has seven subfields which are extensions of degree 2 over k,
namely: k(- q), k(- 2), k(i), k(- 2q), k(i - q), k(i - 2), and k(i - 2q). L0
is a subfield of LAs2 which is contained in a cyclic extension of degree 4 over
k (L0 LA s4 , Bs , Cs ), so using Satz 22 of [4] we may calculate L0 and find
that
L0={k(- q),k(- 2q),
if (qr)=1;
if (qr)=&1.
We next note that Ds+1=4Ds and that k2(Ds)k2(Ds+1). Also, the
generator As can be chosen so that the epimorphism G(k2(Ds+1)k) 
G(k2(Ds)k) given by the restriction in k2(Ds) induces an epimorphism
8s : H2(Ds+1)  H2(Ds) : [a, 2b, 4c] w
8s [a, b, c]
where b2&4ac=Ds (see [3] for an analogous example) with 8s(As+1)=
As , 8s(Bs+1)=Bs , and 8s(Cs+1)=Cs . Moreover, for every pair of
integers s, t such that st4 we have G(k2(Ds)k2(Dt))=(A2
e(t)
s ).
It is easy to see that
Lemma 1. If Hs+1H2(Ds+1) and 8(Hs+1)=Hs , then LHs LHs+1 .
The only subgroups of H2(Ds) which give a cyclic group of order 4 as
their quotient group are (A2s Bs , Cs) , (A
2
s Cs , Bs), (A
2
s Bs , BsCs) , and
(A4s , Bs , Cs). We shall determine the fixed fields of these groups.
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In the introduction of [2] it is stated that for a square-free positive
rational integer m, amongst all antipellian equations x2&my2=dt, where
d1 is a positive divisor of m, dt{1, and
t={12
if m#1, 2 (mod 4),
if m#3 (mod 4),
exactly one is solvable in the rational integers. It is easy to see that in the
case m=&qr we get
Lemma 2.
v (qr)=1 if and only if x2&qry2=q is solvable in Z.
v (qr)=&1 if and only if x2&qry2=2q is solvable in Z.
Thus we have the following proposition which comes from [2]:
Proposition 4. We set
t={
1,
2,
if \qr+=1,
if \qr+=&1,
so by Lemma 2 the diophantine equation qx2&ry2=t is solvable in Z. Set
+=t& y - &tr, v=2(t&x - tq), + =t+ y - &tr, v =2(t+x - tq), and
consider the four fields k(- w+), w=\1, \2. These fields are cyclic over k
of degree 4 and dihedral over Q with G(k(- w+)k)=(_) <({) where
_4={2=1 and _(- &qr)=- &qr, _(- w+)=- w+ , {(- &qr)=&- &qr,
and {(- w+)=- w+ . These fields are also unramified outside 2 over k and
distinct.
Proof. The result is known for w=1, 2 (see [2]). The proof for w=
&1, &2 is similar. The relations which may be used for the proof are
tqx2=+ + and (- w+ \- w+)2=2w(t\x - tq). K
The following lemma may be applied in the fields k(- w+), w=\1, \2,
defined above and may give that [LA s2Bs , Cs , LAs2Cs , Bs , LA s2Bs , BsCs , LAs4 , Bs , Cs]
=[k(- +), k(- &+), k(- 2+), k(- &2+)].
Lemma 3. If L is a cyclic extension of degree 4 of k such that Lk is
unramified outside 2 and LQ is dihedral, then Lk2(Ds), \s4.
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Proof. By Satz 11 of [4], L is contained in a ring class field over k and
since Lk is unramified outside 2, L will be a subfield of some k2(Ds0) for
some s02. Since the quotient group of H2(Ds0) modulo G(k2(Ds0)L) is
G(Lk)=(22) it follows that s04. Since the quotient group of H2(Ds0)
modulo G(k2(Ds0)L) is cyclic of order 4, it follows that G(k2(Ds0)L) is one
of (A2s0 Bs0 , Cs0 ) , (A
2
s0
Cs0 , Bs0 ) , (A
2
s0
Bs0 , Bs0 Cs0 ) , and (A
4
s0
, Bs0 , Cs0 ). But
G(k2(Ds0 )k2(D4))=(A
2 e(4)
s0
) so G(k2(Ds0 )k2(D4))G(k2(Ds0 )L), which
means Lk2(D4)k2(Ds), \s4. K
Before we continue we note that
Lemma 4. For all @ # [0, 1, ..., e(s)], j # [0, 1], and l # [0, 1] we have
LA 2@s+1 , B js+1 , C ls+1=LAs2
@
, B js , C
l
s
.
Proof. By Lemma 1 we have
LA 2@s+1 , B js+1 , C ls+1 $LA s2@ , B js , C ls .
Since these two fields have the same degree 2@+2& j&l over k they must be
equal. K
Corollary 1.
LA s+12
e(s)
, Bs+1 , Cs+1
=LBs , Cs , LAs+12
e(s)=LIs=k2(Ds).
Now LAs4 , Bs , Cs is embedded in a cyclic extension of order 8 over k
(namely, LA8s+1 , Bs+1 , Cs+1 ). By [6] and local global principles we have the
following result:
Proposition 5. If MQ is an extension of number fields with M=
Q(- z(A+B - a), - b) where A2&aB2=ab, a, b # Q not quadratically
equivalent, A, B # Q, and z # Q, then M is a dihedral extension of Q of
degree 8 and cyclic over Q(- b). Moreover, M can be embedded in a dihedral
extension of Q of degree 16 if and only if
\&b, &zAp +=\
&ab, &2a
p +
for every prime number p, where the ( }, }p) is the Hilbert symbol.
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So now we can determine LAs4 , Bs , Cs and find that
Proposition 6.
LA s4 , Bs , Cs={
k(- &2+),
k(- &+),
if \qr+=1,
if \qr+=&1,
and from all LA s2 Bs , Cs , LAs2 Cs , Bs , and LA s2Bs , BsCs , LAs4 , Bs , Cs only LA s4 , Bs , Cs is
embedded in a cyclic extension of order 8 over k.
Proof. v If (qp)=1, then we write
k(- w+)=Q \w xr \
r
x
&
r
x
y - &r+ , - &qr+
and by Proposition 5 we find that if LA s4 , Bs , Cs=L(- w+) then for every
prime p such that
\qr, &wp +=\
&qr2, 2r
p +
we have:
The case w=&1 leads to a contradiction since ((qr, 1)q)=1 and
((&qr2, 2r)q)=&1.
The case w=2 leads to a contradiction since ((qr, &2)r)=1 and
((&qr2, 2r)r)=&1.
The case w=1 leads to a contradiction since ((qr, &1)q)=1 and
((&qr2, 2r)q)=&1.
So w=&2.
v If (qp)=&1, then we write
k(- w+)=Q \w xr \
2r
x
&
r
x
y - &2r+ , - &qr+ ,
and by Proposition 5 we find that if LA s4 , Bs , Cs=L(- w+) then for every
prime p such that
\qr, &2wp +=\
&2qr2, 4r
p +
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or equivalently
\qr, &2wp +=\
&2q, r
p +
we have:
The case w=1 leads to a contradiction since ((qr, &2)r)=1 and
((&2q, r)r)=&1.
The case w=&2 leads to a contradiction since ((qr, 4)r)=1 and
((&2q, r)r)=&1.
The case w=2 leads to a contradiction since ((qr, &4)q)=1 and
((&2q, r)q)=&1.
So w=&1. K
5. MAIN RESULTS
We focus on the case s=4 and study the conversability of Proposition
3 for Cases I and II. For simplicity we shall omit the subscript s assuming
that we refer to the case s=4.
Theorem 1. Set
t={
1,
2,
if \qr+=1,
if \qr+=&1,
and let x, y be integers such that qx2&ry2=t. Let p be an odd prime with
(Dp)=1 and
\qp+={
1,
\qr+ ,
if p#1, 7 (mod 8);
if p#3, 5 (mod 8).
We set define the symbol up as
up={
(&1) ( p&1)2, if p | x,
\&(t&y - &tr)p + , if p |3 x and \
q
r+=&1,
\&2(t& y - &tr)p + , if p |3 x and \
q
r+=1,
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where - &tr is an arbitrary integral solution of x2#&tr (mod p). (Note
that, by Proposition 6, up is defined in such a way so that up=1 if and only
if fp(LA4, B, C)=1). Under these hypotheses and this notation, the following
hold:
v In the Case I where (qr)=&1 we have that p$ is represented by
exactly one ambiguous class, and more precisely,
if p#1 (mod 8) then I  p$  up=1 and A2  p$  up=&1;
if p#7 (mod 8) then: B  p$  up=1 and A2B  p$  up=&1;
if p#5 (mod 8) then: C  p$  up=1 and A2C  p$  up=&1;
if p#3 (mod 8) then: BC  p$  up=1 and A2BC  p$  up=&1.
v In Case II,
if up=&1 then A4  p2$ but no ambiguous class represents p$ ;
if up=1 then p$ is represented by exactly one ambiguous class.
Proof. We first study Case I where (qr)=&1. In this case the
ambiguous classes are I, A2, B, C, A2B, A2C, BC, and A2BC. We have
f (L0)=1 and since LA2LA2, B, C is of type (2, 2), exactly one of f (LA 2, B),
f (LA 2, BC), f (LA 2, C) equals 1, or all of them equal 1 (see Fig. 1).
v If f (LA2, B)= f (LA2, BC)= f (LA 2, C)=1 then f (LA 2)=1 and thus the
decomposition field of p in k2(D) is either LI or LA 2 , so I  p$ or A2  p$.
v If exactly one of f (LA 2, B), f (LA 2, BC), f (LA2, C) equals 1 then
f (LA 2){1 and
if f (LA 2, B)=1 then since LI LA 2, B is of type (2, 2) we have f (LA 2B)=1
or f (LB)=1 and thus the decomposition field of p in k2(D) is either LA 2 B
or LB , so A2B  p$ or B  p$ ;
if f (LA2, BC)=1 then, similar to the above, A2BC  p$ or BC  p$ ;
if f (LA2, C)=1 then A2C  p$ or C  p$.
Now, what we know so far is that the converse of Proposition 3 holds
in Case I. We are ready to ‘‘separate’’ the ambiguous classes. In each of the
four cases we have f (L0)=1 and also up=1  f (LB, C)=1. For the case
p#7 (mod 8), we know that B or A2B represents p$ so the decomposition
field of p in k2(D) is either LB or LA2B . Since LA2B is a proper subset of
LB, C LA 2B we have that the decomposition field of p in k2(D) is LB if and
only if up=1 and so B  p$ if and only if up=1. The other cases may be
treated similarly (see Fig. 2).
We continue with Case II where (qr)=1. Here, the ambiguous classes
are I, A4, B, C, A4B, A4C, BC, and A4BC. We remind the reader that up=
1  f (LA 4, B, C)=1. We have f (L0)=1 and since LA 2LA2, B, C is of type
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FIGURE 1
(2, 2), exactly one of f (LA 2, B), f (LA 2, BC), f (LA2, C) equals 1 or all of them
equal 1 (see Fig. 3).
v If f (LA2, B)= f (LA2, BC)= f (LA 2, C)=1 then f (LA 2)=1. Furthermore,
if f (LA4, B, C)=1 then f (LA2 LA4, B, C)= f (LA 4)=1 which means that
A4  p$ or I  p$.
FIGURE 2
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FIGURE 3
If f (LA4, B, C)=&1 then f (LA4)=&1 and so A2  p$, which means
A4  p2$ but no ambiguous class represents p$.
v If exactly one of f (LA2, B), f (LA2, BC), f (LA2, C) equals 1 then f (LA2){1.
So,
if f (LA2, B)=1 then
if f (LA 4, B, C)=1 then since LA2 BLA 4, B, C=LA 4 we would have
f (LA 2B)=&1 and so f (LA 4, B)=1, which gives f (LA 4A)=1 or f (LB)=1
and so A4B  p$ or B  p$ ;
if f (LA 4, B, C)=&1 then f (LA4, B)=&1 thus f (LA 2B)=1 so A2B  p$,
which gives A4  p2$ and so no ambiguous class represents p$.
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If f (LA2, C)=1 then, similar to the above,
if f (LA 4, B, C)=1 then A4C  p$ or C  p$ ;
if f(LA4, B, C)=&1 then A4  p2$ and no ambiguous class represents p$.
If f (LA2, BC)=1 then
if f (LA 4, B, C)=1 then A4BC  p$ or BC  p$ ;
if f(LA4, B, C)=&1 then A4  p2$ and no ambiguous class represents p$.
K
We end this section by determining the fields LA s2Bs , Cs , LAs2Cs , Bs , LAs2Bs , BsCs
and LA s4 , Bs , Cs . The results are illustarted in the following table:
\qr+ LA s4 , Bs , Cs LAs2Cs , Bs LA s2Bs , Cs LAs2Bs , Bs Cs
1 k(- &2+) k(- &+) k(- 2+) k(- +)
&1 k(- &+) k(- &2+) k(- +) k(- 2+)
Proof. If (qr)=&1 we may take a prime p such that its decomposition
field in k2(D) is LBs Cs , which gives p#3 (mod 8). So fp(LAs2Bs , BsCs)=
fp(LAs4 , Bs , Cs )=1 (since LAs2Bs , Bs Cs , LA s4 , Bs , CsLBs Cs ). Now, fp(LA s4 , Bs , Cs)=
1 implies (&+p)=1 and consequently (+p)=&1. Thus LA s2Bs , BsCs {
k(- &2+) and LAs2Bs , Bs Cs {k(- +), so LA s2Bs , BsCs=k(- 2+). We may also
take a prime p1 such that its decomposition field in k2(D) is LCs which
gives p1 #5 (mod 8). Similarly as above, fp1(LA s2 Bs , Cs )= fp1(LAs4 , Bs , Cs)=1
and we get (&+p1)=1, implying (+p1)=1. So LAs2Bs , Cs {k(- &2+),
which gives LA s2Bs , Cs=k(- +) and consequently LA s2Cs , Bs=k(- &2+). Case
II may be treated similarly, taking primes p, p1 such that their decomposi-
tion fields in k2(D) are LBsCs and LCs respectively (which would give
p#3 (mod 8) and p1 #5 (mod 8). K
6. REPRESENTATION PROBLEM FOR ARBITRARY Ds
In this section we attempt to see how the representation of p$s0 by an
ambiguous class of discriminant Ds0 affects the representation ability of p
$s
by the ambiguous classes for all discriminants Ds , ss04.
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Proposition 7. Let s be an integer with s4, p be an odd prime with
(D0 p)=1, and Xs+1 be an ambiguous class of discriminant Ds+1. Then the
following induction holds:
Xs+1  p$s+1 O 8(Xs+1)  p$s.
Proof. Xs+1  p$s+1 implies that the decomposition field of p in
k2(Ds+1) is LXs+1 which gives f (LXs+1)=1, and so by Lemma 1 f (L8(Xs+1 ))
=1. The case Xs+1=Is+1 is trivial. If Xs+1 {Is+1 then f (L8(Xs+1))=1
implies that the decomposition field of p in k2(Ds) is either L8(Xs+1) or LIs .
If it were LIs then since LIs=LAs+12
e(s) we would have f (LXs+1 LAs+12
e(s) )=1 and
so f (LIs+1 )=1, which is a contradiction. K
Corollary 2. Let s # Z, s4, and p be an odd prime with (D0 p)=1.
If Xs # [Is , Bs , Cs , BsCs] then
if A2 e(s)&1s Xs  p
$s or Xs  p$s then X@  p$@, \@ # [4, ..., s&1];
if A2 e(s)&1s Xs  p
$s then no ambiguous class of discriminant D@ represents
p$@, \@s+1.
Conversely, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 2. If p is an odd prime with (D0p)=1 and Xs # [Is , Bs , Cs ,
BsCs] for s # Z, s4 with Xs  p$s, then exactly one of the following holds:
Xs+1  p$s+1,
A2 e(s)s+1Xs+1  p
$s+1 .
Moreover, Xs+1  p$s+1  f (LBs+1 , Cs+1)=1.
Proof. If Xs {Is then f (LXs)=1 and f (k2(Ds)){1 so the decomposi-
tion field of p in k2(Ds+1) is exactly one of LAs+12
e(s)
, Xs+1
, LXs+1 since the
composition of these fields is LIs+1 (see Fig. 4). If Xs=Is then since LXs=LAs+12
e(s)
FIGURE 4
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we have that the decomposition field of p in k2(Ds+1) is exactly one of
LIs+1 , LA s+12
e(s) . Finally, we note that LIs+1=LA s+12
e(s)
Xs+1
LBs+1 , Cs+1 , and the
proof is complete. K
Theorems 1 and 2 give the following corollary.
Corollary 3. Let (qr)=&1. For an odd prime p with (D0p)=1 and
\qp+={
1,
\qr+ ,
if p#1, 7 (mod 8),
if p#3, 5 (mod 8).
The symbol up as in Theorem 1 is well defined. It holds that up=1 if and
only if exactly one of A45B5 , B5 represents p
$5. Moreover, B5  p$5 if and
only if f (LB5 , C5 )=1. Also, if A
4
5B5 represents p
$5, then no ambiguous class
of discriminant Ds represents p$s, \s5.
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